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Dear Les, /4

When
has time to do the copying I will be sending you with this a piece on
Jean Souetre. The footnotes indicate you may have some knowledge of him.
I do notknow how accurately Shaw writes or how accurately he interprets or even
is ho knows the difference between fact and conjecture.
Ordinarily I pay little attention to the Jones newsletter, to which I do not
dubscribe. I see it when copies are sent to me, as this was.
With it there are a few differences.
For one thing the names Souetre seems familiar. Perhaps the inner recesses confuse it with another name.
For another one faction of SDECE has a dubious record with and appears to be
responsible for a JFK assassination black book that was aimed at Garrison and getting
him running wildly.
There was a second such effort by those types of the far right, those of colon/
Algerian orientation and pasts.
Why I've asked myself should SDECE people of any stripe spend lavishly on a
bAeck book to disinform on the JFK assassination?
An obvious possibility is a favor to some CIA types, but I do not pretend to
know.
So I'll be sending this for any possible feedback.
The 105 FBI file number means Internal Security—Nationalistic Tendencies.
62= Administrative Matters (but don't tkka this literally). There is no indication
I preceive /a of the FBIHQ reason for sending a copy to New York. Guesses might
include dope.
The 3/6/64 Houston Letterhead memorandum is the form prepared for distribution
outside the FBI. It generally does not include info. the FBI does not want others to
have or let them know it has or that can disclose sources, even to other spooks.
I think the CS on the CIA records means Counterintelligence Staff.
Best to you, all,
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